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The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints
Strategies for Teaching English Learners
Promoting Academic Achievement Among English Learners
During World War II a community called Manzanar was hastily created in the high
mountain desert country of California, east of the Sierras. Its purpose was to house
thousands of Japanese American internees. One of the first families to arrive was
the Wakatsukis, who were ordered to leave their fishing business in Long Beach
and take with them only the belongings they could carry. For Jeanne Wakatsuki, a
seven-year-old child, Manzanar became a way of life in which she struggled and
adapted, observed and grew. For her father it was essentially the end of his life. At
age thirty-seven, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston recalls life at Manzanar through the
eyes of the child she was. She tells of her fear, confusion, and bewilderment as
well as the dignity and great resourcefulness of people in oppressive and
demeaning circumstances. Written with her husband, Jeanne delivers a powerful
first-person account that reveals her search for the meaning of Manzanar. Farewell
to Manzanar has become a staple of curriculum in schools and on campuses across
the country. Last year the San Francisco Chronicle named it one of the twentieth
century’s 100 best nonfiction books from west of the Rockies. First published in
1973, this new edition of the classic memoir of a devastating Japanese American
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experience includes an inspiring afterword by the authors.

Book Fiesta!
The fastest way to keep your students engaged Glazed look in your students' eyes?
They need is an Energizing Brain Break—a quick physical and mental challenge to
refresh them. This full-color flip book contains 50 highly effective, classroom-tested
ideas for all grades. You'll find pictures, directions, and online videos for activities
like: Slap Count Letters: students alternate slapping each other's hands while
spelling a word Rock, Paper, Scissors, Math: partners reveal a certain number of
fingers to each other, and the first person to add them together wins Bizz-Buzz:
groups of students count from 1 to 40 using a combination of numbers and words

The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8
California English Language Development Standards
Understanding by Design
Business Math
Discover why and how schools must become places where thinkingis valued,
visible, and actively promoted As educators, parents, and citizens, we must settle
for nothingless than environments that bring out the best in people, takelearning
to the next level, allow for great discoveries, and propelboth the individual and the
group forward into a lifetime oflearning. This is something all teachers want and all
studentsdeserve. In Creating Cultures of Thinking: The 8 Forces We MustMaster to
Truly Transform Our Schools, Ron Ritchhart, author ofMaking Thinking Visible,
explains how creating a culture ofthinking is more important to learning than any
particularcurriculum and he outlines how any school or teacher can accomplishthis
by leveraging 8 cultural forces: expectations, language, time,modeling,
opportunities, routines, interactions, andenvironment. With the techniques and rich
classroom vignettes throughout thisbook, Ritchhart shows that creating a culture
of thinking is notabout just adhering to a particular set of practices or a
generalexpectation that people should be involved in thinking. A cultureof thinking
produces the feelings, energy, and even joy that canpropel learning forward and
motivate us to do what at times can behard and challenging mental work.

Mrs. Mack
Farewell to Manzanar
Navigate the current research on promoting success among students who speak
little or no English and discover specific recommendations for developing effective
policies and programs!
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Educating English Language Learners
Writing, Grade 2
Donalyn Miller says she has yet to meet a child she couldn't turn into a reader. No
matter how far behind Miller's students might be when they reach her 6th grade
classroom, they end up reading an average of 40 to 50 books a year. Miller's
unconventional approach dispenses with drills and worksheets that make reading a
chore. Instead, she helps students navigate the world of literature and gives them
time to read books they pick out themselves. Her love of books and teaching is
both infectious and inspiring. The book includes a dynamite list of recommended
"kid lit" that helps parents and teachers find the books that students really like to
read.

Uprooted
Discusses the internment of Japanese American citizens during the Second World
War.

The School. Secondary Edition
More than a decade into the 21st century, teachers continue to struggle with
designing digital assignments as a viable tool for learning and with assessing the
demonstration of that learning through student-created products. Digital tools
continue to be used primarily for consumption of available resources rather than in
the creation of something new. This publication explores what types of
assignments are worth engaging online, how teachers and students can leverage
global interactions to improve their work, and how teachers can assess digital
projects and other work. Along the way, Fisher offers practical advice on rigor and
relevance, digital citizenship, formative assessment, and digital portfolios. With
instructional strategies and examples of real student work across the content
areas, Digital Learning Strategies will allow readers to develop an understanding of
the what, when, why, and how of digital assignments and assessments.

History-social Science Framework for California Public Schools
This practical book shows how veteran, justice-oriented social studies teachers are
responding to the Common Core State Standards, focusing on how they build
curriculum, support students' literacy skills, and prepare students to think and act
critically within and beyond the classroom. In order to provide direct classroom-toclassroom insights, the authors draw on letters written by veteran teachers
addressed to new teachers entering the field. The first section of the book
introduces the three approaches teachers can take for teaching for social justice
within the constraints of the Common Core State Standards (embracing, reframing,
or resisting the standards). The second section analyzes specific approaches to
teaching the Common Core, using teacher narratives to illustrate key processes.
The final section demonstrates how teachers develop, support, and sustain their
identities as justice-oriented educators in standards-driven classrooms. Each
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chapter includes exemplary lesson plans drawn from diverse grades and
classrooms, and offers concrete recommendations to guide practice. This book:
offers advice from experienced educators who have learned to successfully
navigate the constraints of high-stakes testing and standards-based mandates;
shares and analyzes curricular and pedagogical approaches to teaching the
Common Core; and examines a range of philosophical and political stances that
teachers might take as they navigate the unique demands of teaching for social
justice in their own context.

Building Parent Engagement in Schools
Thoroughly updated, the second edition includes a description of the unique
contributions of non-native-English-speaking teachers make to the teaching of
English, up-to-date information on the demographics of English learners and the
demand for English teachers worldwide, a profile of an elementary school with an
innovative social-justice curriculum approach, suggestions about the use of
learning centers in English-as-a-foreign-language elementary classrooms, an
expanded definition of culture to include a contemporary emphasis on identity, a
critical view about the study of gender and race in the classroom, new ways to
incorporate volunteers into classroom instruction, ways to encourage "virtual
volunteering," and finally project-based learning and service learning are combined
in Chapter 15 as ways to link English learners with the larger community. --From
publisher's description.

Preparing to Teach Social Studies for Social Justice
The Book Whisperer
Energizing Brain Breaks
Newcomer ELLs (English language learners) face a complex and daunting set of
challenges. How can educators appropriately provide support to this population?
Based on research of the social, emotional, and academic needs of secondary
immigrant students, this book is comprised of strategies and techniques for
content-area teachers of newcomer ELLs. Additionally, campus and district leaders
will gain practical advice about a systemic approach to meeting the needs of this
ever-increasing population. Pathways to Greatness for ELL Newcomers: A
Comprehensive Guide for Schools and Teachers will highlight several components
relevant to newcomer instruction including: cultural proficiency, second language
acquisition strategies, scheduling/credits, and effective content-area instruction. It
includes over 30 activities for content-area and ESL teachers of newcomers.

Developing Reading and Writing in Second-language Learners
The Organized Teacher's Guide to Classroom Management,
Grades K-8, Second Edition
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The book provides a review of scientific research on the learning outcomes of
students with limited or no proficiency in English in U.S. schools. Research on
students in kindergarten to grade 12 is reviewed. The primary chapters of the book
focus on these students' acquisition of oral language skills in English, their
development of literacy (reading & writing) skills in English, instructional issues in
teaching literacy, and achievement in academic domains (i.e., mathematics,
science, and reading). The reviews and analyses of the research are relatively
technical with a focus on research quality, design characteristics, and statistical
analyses. The book provides a set of summary tables that give details about each
study, including full references, characteristics of the students in the research,
assessment tools and procedures, and results. A concluding chapter summarizes
the major issues discussed and makes recommendations about particular areas
that need further research.

Digital Learning Strategies
Presents a multifaceted model of understanding, which is based on the premise
that people can demonstrate understanding in a variety of ways.

Teaching Social Studies that Matters
Improving Education for English Learners
Where would we be without conversation? Throughout history, conversations have
allowed us to see different perspectives, build ideas, and solve problems.
Conversations, particularly academic conversations push students to think and
learn in lasting ways. Academic conversations are back-and-forth dialogues in
which students focus on a topic and explore it by building, challenging, and
negotiating relevant ideas. [The] authors have identified five core communication
skills to help students hold productive academic conversations across content
areas. These skills are: elaborating and clarifying, supporting ideas with evidence,
building on and/or challenging ideas, paraphrasing and synthesizing. This books
shows teachers how to weave the cultivation of academic conversation skills and
conversations into current teaching approaches.

Teaching Social Studies
Water Quality Instructional Resources Information System
(IRIS)
Resources in Education
This Pura Belpré Award–winning picture book is a bilingual ride through the joyous
history of Children’s Day/El día de los niños. Children’s Day/Book Day; El día de los
niños/El día de los libros has been observed on April 30th for over twelve years.
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Founder Pat Mora’s jubilant celebration of this day features imaginative text and
lively illustrations by award-winning illustrator Rafael López that will turn this
bilingual fiesta into a hit for story time! Toon! Toon! The book includes a letter
from the author and suggestions for celebrating Children’s Day /El día de los niños.

Shh! we're writing the Constitution
Abriendo Caminos
Discover strategies and tools to make your classroom run more smoothly
Classroom management can be challenging even for experienced teachers. Written
by two award-winning educators, this practical guide is filled with tips and proticols
to help you manage your classroom more efficiently. There’s advice on setting up
your classroom, establishing rules, dealing with difficult students, meeting with
parents, and much more. The authors also examine teaching theories from leading
educators and offer guidance to help you determine the best teaching style for
every situation. The book includes dozens of useful documents such as charts,
rewards certificates, child-teacher or parent-teacher contracts for homework,
attendance or discipline, and more. The documents can also be accessed online
and sent directly to a printer, saving you valuable time. The Organized Teacher’s
Guide to Classroom Management, Second Edition will help you: •Find strategies to
keep your classroom running smoothly•Determine which teaching style is most
appropriate for you•Establish rules, consequences, and procedures•Manage
student behavior in the classroom•Create more inspired lesson plans and
curricula•Get organized with reproducible charts, checklists, and more

Reading/language Arts Framework for California Public Schools
Indiana Social Studies Quarterly
Teaching Social Studies to English Language Learners
No plan to increase achievement and enact reform in the social studies classroom
will succeed without recognizing the central importance of the teacher as the
“gatekeeper” of instruction. In this book, Thornton details why teachers must
develop strong skills in curriculum planning and teaching methods in order for
effective instruction to occur. Thornton helps teachers to develop a vision of their
practice that will build strong social studies programs and inspire students to learn.
Features: An approach to preparing purposeful teachers, acknowledging that
teachers make daily decisions concerning what to teach and how to teach it.
Replicable examples of the kinds of reflective practice that will enable teachers to
animate classroom instruction and create a dynamic social studies curriculum. An
analysis of how teachers adapt and shape state and district level curricula and
classroom materials to fit the specific needs of their students—a model of how to
develop an instructional program with suggestions for lesson planning. In-depth
examinations of alternative ways of educating teachers in subject matter and
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teaching methods. “In this important book, Steve Thornton brings a Deweyan
perspective to current problems in social studies education. He does more,
however, because his analysis can be extended profitably to every subject in the
curriculum.” —From the Foreword by Nel Noddings “A thoughtful and carefully
documented analysis. . . . Let us hope that this book encourages a richer dialogue
than the now-tedious and generally unproductive separate disciplines v. integrated
social studies debate.” —Linda S. Levstik, University of Kentucky, Lexington “A
refreshingly clearheaded, historically grounded, altogether enlightening analysis.
This is the book I've been waiting for.” —Walter Parker, University of Washington

Teaching English Language Learners Across the Content Areas
The author remembers the summer when she was ten years old and staying with
her father in Michigan where she took riding lessons and became best friends with
a perfect horse.

Academic Conversations
This book is a shorter version of Developing Literacy in Second-Language Learners,
reporting the findings of the National Literacy Panel on Language-Minority Children
and Youth. This book concisely summarizes what is known from empirical research
about the development of literacy in language-minority children and youth,
including development, environment, instruction, and assessment. --From
publisher's description.

Getting Started with English Language Learners
Whether you're new to teaching English language learners or an old hand, here's a
guide that provides you with a firm baseline and can't-miss strategies for boosting
the achievement of these students. A teacher with 26 years of experience uses
familiar scenarios from actual classrooms to illustrate ideas and advice you can
use right away: (1) Six key concepts and six common myths of second language
acquisition; (2) Five stages of language acquisition and what to do at each; (3) Four
stages of culture shock that newcomers go through before they become
comfortable with the language; (4) How to know when an ell student is ready to
speak; (5) How to match instruction to ell learning styles and thinking skills; (6)
Main challenges that ell students face in learning reading, writing, math, science,
and social studies; (7) How to use differentiated instruction, flexible grouping, and
other essential practices for ell students; and (8) What to do for ell students during
the first weeks of school. School leaders should buy this book in bulk for wide
distribution or use the book's professional development activities to create
workshops and teacher induction programs.

Tennessee Wildlife
Teaching Social Studies: A Literacy-Based Approach offers innovative ideas and
new directions for teaching social studies. By integrating powerful literacy
strategies into instruction, social studies teachers can motivate students to deepen
their understanding of social studies concepts and ultimately strengthen their
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overall comprehension. This book addresses how to teach social studies for
understanding and how literature can enhance this process. Chapters feature big
ideas to guide planning and instruction, book links to encourage the integration of
children's literature and informational sources, and lesson planning tools to help
readers design responsive instruction. Margin notes provide readers with additional
information such as history connections, useful websites, and fresh teaching ideas.

School Life
English language learners (ELLs) often face the difficult challenge of learning both
a new language and new subject matter at the same time. In Teaching English
Language Learners Across the Content Areas, Judie Haynes and Debbie Zacarian
offer strategies, tools, and tips that teachers can use to help ELLs at all levels
flourish in mainstream classrooms. This book will show teachers how to *
Determine their ELLs' stages of English language acquisition. * Modify assignments
and assessments in different content areas for ELLs at different stages of language
development. * Ensure that all ELLs participate fully in lesson activities alongside
their English-fluent peers. * Communicate effectively with parents and guardians of
students from diverse cultures. Real-life examples of lessons from elementary,
middle, and high school that have been modified for ELLs in language arts, math,
science, and social studies classes show how to effectively put the authors'
recommendations into practice. A glossary of important ELL and ESL terms is
included as well, for those who are new to teaching ELLs. Whether novice or
veteran, all teachers of ELLs will benefit from this wonderfully practical guide to
ensuring that ELLs learn English by learning content--and learn content while
learning English.

Creating Cultures of Thinking
Teaching Social Studies to English Language Learners provides readers with a
comprehensive understanding of both the challenges that face English language
learners (ELLs) and ways in which educators might address them in the social
studies classroom. The authors offer context-specific strategies for the full range of
the social studies curriculum, including geography, U.S. history, world history,
economics, and government. These practical instructional strategies will effectively
engage learners and can be incorporated as a regular part of instruction in any
classroom. An annotated list of web and print resources completes the volume,
making this a valuable reference to help social studies teachers meet the
challenges of including all learners in effective instruction. Features and updates to
this new edition include: • An updated and streamlined Part 1 provides an essential
overview of ELL theory in a social studies specific-context. • "Teaching Tips" offer
helpful suggestions and ideas for creating and modifying lesson plans to be
inclusive of ELLs. • Additional practical examples and new pedagogical elements in
Part 3 include more visuals, suggestions for harnessing new technologies,
discussion questions, and reflection points. • New material that takes into account
the demands of the Common Core State Standards, as well as updates to the web
and print resources in Part 4.

Pathways to Greatness for ELL Newcomers
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BUSINESS MATH, 17E provides comprehensive coverage of personal and businessrelated mathematics. In addition to reviewing the basic operations of arithmetic,
students are prepared to understand and manage their personal finances, as well
as grasp the fundamentals of business finances. BUSINESS MATH, 17E prepares
students to be smart shoppers, informed taxpayers, and valued employees. Basic
math skills are covered in a step-by-step manner, building confidence in users
before they try it alone. Spreadsheet applications are available on the Data
Activities CD, and a simulation activity begins every chapter. Chapters are
organized into short lessons for ease of instruction and include algebra
connections, group and class activities, communication skills, and career
spotlights. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical
Education
This work is a report on the positive impact of parental involvement on their child's
academics and on the school at large. * Includes four specific real-life examples of
parental involvement initiatives: home visits, the use of technology,
school/community gardens, and community organizing * Offers bibliographic
listings for additional print and online resources * Presents a comprehensive index
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